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SUMMARY A hybrid memory architecture (HMA) that consists of some distinct memory devices is expected to achieve a good balance between high performance and large capacity. Unlike conventional memory architectures, the HMA needs the metadata for data management since the data are migrated between the memory devices during the execution of an application. The memory controller caches the metadata to avoid accessing the memory devices for the metadata reference. However, as the amount of the metadata increases in proportion to the size of the HMA, the memory controller needs to handle a large amount of metadata. As a result, the memory controller cannot cache all the metadata and increases the number of metadata references. This results in an increase in the access latency to reach the target data and degrades the performance. To solve this problem, this paper proposes a metadata prefetching mechanism for HMAs. The proposed mechanism loads the metadata needed in the near future by the prefetching. Moreover, to increase the effect of the metadata prefetching, the proposed mechanism predicts the metadata used in the near future based on an address difference that is the difference between two consecutive access addresses. The evaluation results show that the proposed metadata prefetching mechanism can improve the instructions per cycle by up to 44% and 9% on average.
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1. Introduction

Recent computers are equipped with a large number of cores due to requests for significant amount of computing resources. Such computers execute applications that handle large amounts of data, e.g., extensive data analysis and machine learning, which requires a larger memory capacity. One of the promising memory technologies for large capacity is Phase Change Memory (PCM). PCM memorizes data by using the difference in resistance value caused by the phase change of chalcogenide glass [1]. Since the resistance value changes in different medium conditions, PCM allows a large amount of data to be stored in a single memory cell. Thus, PCM is expected to achieve a larger memory capacity than DRAM. However, since PCM uses physical change for write operations, the latencies for the operations are much higher than those of DRAM. Therefore, it is challenging to use PCM alone and realizes the high-speed and large-capacity memory system.

To realize both high speed and large capacity, hybrid memory architectures (HMAs) have been proposed [2]–[5]. The HMA consists of the high-performance memory called the near memory (NM) and the large-capacity memory called far memory (FM). By allocating the data between the NM and the FM according to the data access pattern, the HMA can take advantage of the fast data access of the NM and the large capacity of the FM. Currently, real hardware systems including HMAs become available, e.g., Intel Knights Landing processor [6] and systems including Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory [7].

From a data management perspective, three approaches have been proposed to effectively use the NM and the FM. The first one uses the NM as cache [8]–[19]. The second one uses the NM and the FM as a flat address-space memory [3]–[5], [20]–[27]. The third one is the hybrid approach that uses a part of the NM and the FM as a flat address-space and the rest of the NM as a cache [28]. When the NM and the FM used as a flat address-space, the HMA needs an information to manage data between the NM and the FM. This information is called metadata. The metadata has the information of the data location. To access the data correctly, the memory controller always has to refer to the metadata before accessing the data.

Since the memory controller is on a chip, there is insufficient space to store all of the metadata in the memory controller. The state-of-the-art HMA stores the metadata in the NM [28]. In this case, when a data request comes, the memory controller has to access the NM to refer to the metadata. It causes a long access latency to access the target data and results in the performance degradation. To avoid the performance degradation, the HMA has the small memory array to cache the metadata in the memory controller, called metadata memory array (MMA). However, as the total capacity of the HMA increases, the amount of the metadata also increases so that the MMA cannot hold all the metadata. Therefore, it becomes difficult to hide the long access latency to the target data in the MMA.

To solve this problem, this paper proposes a metadata prefetching mechanism for HMAs. The metadata prefetching can reduce the metadata access latency by improving the hit rate of MMA. This paper first conducts a preliminary experiment to discuss a strategy to determine the metadata to be prefetched. Based on the experimental results, this paper proposes that the prefetching mechanism should consider the prefetching based on the address difference that is a regularity of the difference between two successive accesses. This paper implements and evaluates the proposed metadata prefetching mechanism based on the address difference and confirms the performance improvement.

The contributions of this paper are the following two
points.

1. This paper shows the address difference is effective for the metadata prefetching in a preliminary experiment.
2. This paper proposes a metadata prefetching mechanism by using the knowledge of the preliminary experiment and verifies its performance improvement for the HMA through evaluations.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the metadata problem for the HMA. Section 3 presents related work. Section 4 describes the metadata prefetching mechanism. Section 6 explains experimental results for performance evaluation of the proposed mechanism and discussion. Finally, Section 7 summarizes this paper.

2. Metadata Problem in an HMA

In contrast to conventional memory systems, an HMA consists of two memories with entirely different performances and capacities. To take advantage of the high performance of the NM and the large capacity of the FM, the memory controller has to move data between the NM and the FM according to data access behavior. In the HMA, the data is moved and managed at sector granularity. The sector is a data management unit for the HMA. Some previous researches record the number of accesses to each sector, and take a strategy to place the sectors with the highest number of accesses in the NM and the sectors with the lowest number of accesses in the FM [3],[13].

To access the same position even after migrating the data, the memory controller should have a mapping information that is called metadata. At least, the metadata has to contain two addresses. The first address is the original physical address before the migration. The processors issue their requests based on this address. The second address is the current physical address, which may be different from the original address because the HMA can migrate the data. Since it is necessary to hold two addresses for the entire capacity of the HMA, the number of metadata tends to become significant. Therefore, it is not easy to store such a large amount of metadata on a processor chip. Thus, the HMA has to store all of the metadata in the NM. The memory controller always accesses the metadata before accessing the data. Therefore, the latency for accessing the data is longer than that of using a conventional memory. To avoid accessing the NM for the metadata lookup, the HMA caches some metadata in an on-chip memory controller. A memory that caches the metadata temporarily is called the Metadata Memory Array (MMA).

The HMA faces two problems regarding metadata reference latency and the amount of the metadata. Fig. 1 shows paths to access data in the HMA. Depending on whether caching the metadata in the MMA or not, there are two access paths to the data. The first path is the blue line in Fig. 1 showing the case that the metadata exists in the MMA when the memory controller checks the metadata, which treats an MMA hit. The second path is the red line in Fig. 1 showing the case that the metadata does not exist in the MMA when the memory controller checks the metadata, which treats an MMA miss. When an MMA miss occurs, the memory controller has to access the metadata in the NM. After referring to the metadata, the memory controller finally accesses the data. The MMA miss causes a long latency compared with the case with the MMA hit. For example, we assume that the MMA access latency is several ns, the NM access latency is about 100 microseconds, and the FM latency is about three times that of the NM. Fig. 2 shows the latency at the time of MMA hit and at the time of the MMA miss when data is stored in the NM or the FM. From Fig. 2, the latency of the MMA miss is longer than that of the MMA hit, regardless of whether the data is stored in the NM or the FM. Thus, the longer latency caused by the MMA miss is a penalty for accessing the data.

In addition to the metadata access latency, the HMA has the other problem of increasing metadata. The HMA needs to increase the capacity of the NM and the FM as a result of the development of applications that handle large data, such as big-data analysis, machine learning, and high-performance computing. Additionally, the amount of the metadata increases in proportion to the capacity of an HMA. Since the memory controller cannot store all of the metadata on a chip, the increase in the metadata will increase the MMA capacity miss during the execution. Therefore, it is essential to reduce the number of the MMA misses efficiently even when the amount of metadata on the MMA is limited.

This paper aims at reducing the number of accesses to the NM for the metadata reference. In addition, it is also necessary to have a mechanism to reduce the latency even when the capacity of the MMA is much smaller than the total
amount of the metadata in the NM.

3. Related Work

The conventional HMAs are mainly categorized into three approaches. The first HMA uses the NM as a cache. The second HMA uses the NM and the FM as a flat address-space memory. The third HMA is a hybrid of the first one and the second one. Thus, the third one uses a portion of the NM as a cache and also uses the rest of the NM as a flat address-space memory combined with the FM. This paper refers to them as caching-based HMAs, flat address-space HMAs, mixed HMAs, respectively. Since all these approaches have its data management mechanisms, this section briefly reviews these proposals and their metadata management.

3.1 Currently available HMAs

Some systems including HMAs have become available. Intel Knights Landing processor (KNL) [6] have on-package DRAM modules called MCDRAM and combine them with external DRAM DIMM modules as a single memory system. KNL has three modes for different usage of both MCDRAM and external DRAM DIMMs, cache, flat, and hybrid. The cache mode can transparently use MCDRAM as a cache memory, and the data are managed by hardware. In the flat mode, both MCDRAM and DRAM DIMMs are organized as a single memory address space. The flat mode has an advantage that a user can choose the placement of data to MCDRAM or DRAM DIMMs as they like. On the other hand, a user needs additional efforts of managing the placement of data by command line operations and/or program libraries. The hybrid mode can divide MCDRAM into two regions and can use one part as MCDRAM and the other part as the cache mode and the flat mode.

Intel Optane [7] is a DDR4-compatible DIMM module of non-volatile memory. The system consisting of Optane DIMMs and DRAM DIMMs can have two modes. The memory mode uses DRAM DIMMs as a cache memory and manages data transparently from a user. The app direct mode needs management of data by users and programmers, as the flat mode of KNL. However, Optane DIMMs by the app direct mode are accessed as a file system. Therefore, accessing Optane DIMMs in the app direct mode is a relatively high cost due to software overheads rather than that of the memory mode.

3.2 Caching-based HMAs

The first case is the HMA using the NM as a cache. By using a part of the NM as a cache, the memory controller can immediately respond to the change of the application behavior. In the case, the memory controller requires tags enough to manage the all area of the NM, which increases the number of tags in proportion to the size of the NM. Thus, the memory controller stores all the tags in the NM. However, storing all the tags in the NM causes a long tag-lookup latency because the memory controller needs to access the NM two times before accessing the data by checking whether the data requested from the CPU is cached in the NM or not.

In the Alloy cache [9], tags and data are managed as a single chunk that is called TAD. When a TAD is accessed, data of the TAD is consecutively accessed when searching for tags. If the information in the tag matches the address of the requested data, the data can be used as is. Therefore, the latency for a tag search can be reduced. In addition, to prepare for DRAM cache misses, the data in the FM is accessed in parallel with the tag search. In this way, the tag-referencing latency in case of DRAM cache misses can be covered up.

Banshee [13] adds metadata functionality to the page table and also provides a tag buffer to store a part of the metadata information to keep the page table coherent with the TLB. Because of this linkage with the page table, adding metadata information to the page table requires an operation by the OS, which incurs a large overhead. Furthermore, this overhead limits the number of re-locations between the NM and the FM, making Banshee unable to flexibly respond to the behavior of applications.

On the other hand, the apparent disadvantage of the caching-based HMAs is that the HMA cannot increase the address space of the memory system. Since the NM is used as a cache memory, the NM keeps copies of the contents in the FM. Although the capacity of the HBM modules generally small compared with the conventional external memories, a single module of the HBM can realize a gigabyte-class memory. Therefore, it can be unignorable as the resource to increase the total memory capacity of the HMA.

3.3 Flat Address-Space HMAs

The second case is the HMA using the NM as a flat address-space memory. In this case, the memory controller has a larger flat address-space. The HMA stores the data only in either the NM or the FM, and supports migration between the NM and the FM unlike. Even after the data migration, the memory controller of the HMA needs to correctly access the current data position. To access correctly, mapping information is required as metadata in the HMA. Usually, the memory controller has to prepare the metadata for all data in both the NM and the FM. Therefore, the amount of the metadata in the case tends to be larger than the tags of the case using the NM as a cache. To solve the problem, the memory controller stores all the metadata in the NM in bulk. In some cases, the memory controller stores all the metadata in the page table with the help of the OS.

Dong et al. have proposed the flat address-space HMA that devises a relocation method so that all relocation information can be recorded in the translation table [3]. Therefore, there is no need to access the NM for metadata references. However, in order to keep the translation table as small as possible, the size of a data management unit is increased to 4 MB. In this case, the overhead of moving the data is large, and it is difficult to relocate the data with a high
frequency. Therefore, the system cannot respond quickly to the access status of applications.

In CAMEO [23], data relocation is managed by limiting the range of data relocation for each Congruence Group. By limiting the range of relocation for each group, CAMEO can reduce the size of the location information stored in the Line Location Table (LLT). Furthermore, since CAMEO was able to reduce the size of the LLT, CAMEO placed the LLT together with the data in NM so that the data can be accessed together when accessing the LLT. In this way, the LLT access latency can be hidden. Furthermore, by using Line Location Predictor (LLP) to predict the data location within the congruence group, CAMEO can hide the latency even if the data accessed with LLT is missed.

The drawback of the flat address-space HMA is mainly due to the migration. Since the data are migrated between the NM and the FM, it causes memory requests for migrations in addition to those from processing cores. Therefore, the data transfer capability of the memory system cannot be fully used for the performance improvement of applications.

3.4 Mixed HMAs

The third case is the HMA using a part of the NM and the FM as a flat address-space memory and the rest of the NM as a cache. Therefore, the mixed HMA takes the trade-off between the caching-Based HMAs and the flat address-space HMAs.

Hybrid² [28] is the state-of-the-art HMA. In Hybrid², to mitigate the overhead of storing the metadata (mapping information and tags), the memory controller stores the metadata of only the data of the NM cache in eXtended Tag Array (XTA) as MMA. Only the metadata of the data in the cache area is stored in the MMA. Other metadata for data in flat address is stored in the NM. The XTA is provided for some of the metadata in Hybrid². If the metadata for the data to be accessed is not in the XTA (XTA miss), it is necessary to access the metadata in the NM to determine the current data location. Therefore, in the case of an XTA miss, the data access latency increases due to the NM access associated with the metadata reference. However, Hybrid² does not take any countermeasures against the overhead of XTA misses. Therefore, there might be room to reduce this overhead and further improve the performance.

As discussed above, the previous researches focus on the data management and increase the flexibility of the HMAs. On the other hand, the flexibility of the data management increases the amount of metadata. Moreover, the capacity of an HMA is expected to increase. The amount of metadata will grow more and more, and the memory controller of a future HMA cannot cover the whole metadata with the small MMA. Comparing an HMA with a conventional memory architecture, additional references are required for metadata. Therefore, the latency overhead for accessing the target data will become significant. Therefore, this paper focuses on reducing access latency for accessing the metadata and tries to prefetch the metadata before they are required.

4. Analysis of Metadata Access Characteristics

This paper focuses on metadata prefetching that can reduce the MMA misses even when the MMA size becomes relatively smaller than the total amount of the metadata. To realize a metadata prefetching mechanism, the mechanism must predict the metadata to be accessed next. To predict the necessary metadata for the prefetching, this paper investigates and analyzes patterns of metadata accesses to explore the access characteristics useful for the data management, especially prefetching.

For the analysis, this paper uses Gem5 simulator [29]. Table 1 shows the parameters used for this analysis. We assume a single core of a modern multi-core processor with a three-level cache hierarchy and the state-of-the-art HMA [28]. The HMA of this paper uses DRAM as the NM and Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) as the FM to simulate a difference in access latency between the NM and the FM. As for the NVM, the parameters of PCM [30] are assumed. The HMA manages and migrates the data sector-by-sector, whose size is 4KB. The parameter of the sector size is based on the original work [28]. As benchmarks, this paper uses the benchmarks with large memory footprints from the SPEC CPU 2006 [31] and 2017 [32] suites. Each benchmark is executed by the first one billion instructions for warm-up and the following one billion instructions for performance measurements.

Based on the experimental results, this paper focuses on the address difference, defined as the difference between addresses of two consecutive accesses. Fig. 3 shows the histograms of the address differences in the case of whole execution of six benchmarks. The vertical axis shows the address difference that is calculated from two consecutive-accessed sector addresses. The horizontal axis shows the number of samples.

From Fig. 3(a), it is observed that the address differences are almost constant. As the address difference is continuously constant, the metadata necessary in the future can be determined based on the address differences. Therefore, it is expected that the metadata to be prefetched can be predicted based on the current access location. Furthermore, 2017.imagick and 2017.xz have other peaks except the peak
The horizontal time for those same benchmarks.

The behavior of the address differences will change in a particular metadata by only the address differences. However, the be-
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Table 2 Constant group and Not-constant group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2006.cactusADM (0.76), 2006.libquantum (0.92),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006.sjeng (0.96), 2017.cam4 (0.98), 2017.deepsjeng (0.98),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017.imagick (0.9), 2017.lbm (0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not-constant</td>
<td>2006.bzip2 (0.68), 2006.gcc (0.24),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006.gobmk (0.66), 2017.perlbench (0.47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at the position of 0 in address difference. This fact indicates the metadata exist the positions of these peaks have high possibilities to be used. Therefore, these metadata can be another target of the prefetch.

On the other hand, Fig. 3(b) shows the histograms of two benchmarks: 2006.perlbench and 2006.gcc. The address differences of them are not constant and tend to be widespread. In such applications, it is challenging to predict metadata by only the address differences. However, the behavior of the address differences will change in a particular time for those same benchmarks.

Here, the characteristics of the benchmarks are quantified to categorize the benchmarks as follows. At first, the histogram of each benchmark is converted to cumulative frequency distribution as shown in Figure 4. The horizontal axis indicates the percentile, and the vertical axis shows the address difference. If the slope of the cumulative frequency distribution becomes smaller than 0.001, and the occupancy of such a small slope to the horizontal axis becomes 70% or more, the benchmark is categorized into the constant group. Otherwise, it is categorized to the the not-constant group.

Since the four benchmarks show characteristics in two groups, the four benchmarks can be used to discuss the analysis of all of the benchmarks. Table 2 shows the results of the categorization. The value following each benchmark name is the occupation ratio of the part where the slope is smaller than 0.001. Since the constant group has clear peaks in the histogram, the prefetching of the metadata can be effective for the benchmarks in the constant group. On the other hand, peaks of the benchmark of the not-constant group are ambiguous. Therefore, the benchmarks in the not-constant group have difficulties to predict the metadata used in near future compared with those in the constant group.

Even in the case of the benchmarks in the not-constant group, there may be some phases in which the histogram shows the characteristics of the constant group. Therefore, address differences are sampled by some intervals. Fig. 5 shows the address differences in the different time period for 2006.perlbench and 2006.gcc. From this figure, it is observed that the address difference becomes constant by focusing on a certain time period even in the not-constant group. Thus, it is considered that the memory controller can identify the necessary metadata by using the address differences when the controller continuously updates the address differences in a certain interval.

However, the histograms of all the intervals listed in Figure 5 show the characteristics of the constant group. Therefore, the appropriate interval cannot be determined from these results. Discussions regarding the interval are also shown in the experimental conditions described later, in Section 6.1. From the experiments in Section 6.5, it is concluded that the interval to sample the histogram does not give an impact on the performance of the prefetching mechanism.

5. Metadata Prefetching Mechanism for HMAs

The discussions in Section 4 show a regularity in address differences, each of which is a difference between the address of an access and that of the subsequent access. Based on these discussions, this paper proposes a metadata prefetching
The metadata prefetching mechanism has a memory, which stores the address differences. After deciding which metadata prefetching mechanism to the metadata management logic. The metadata prefetching mechanism has a memory, which stores the address differences. After deciding which metadata to be prefetched by using the recorded address differences, the mechanism issues the metadata-prefetching requests.

There are mainly three types of HMAs as discussed in Section 3. On the other hand, this proposal is applicable if the metadata is originally stored in NM and/or FM, and cached in a dedicated metadata cache such as MMA. Therefore, the proposal can be applicable regardless of the types of HMAs.

To realize the proposed mechanism, the memory controller of the HMA is modified by adding the metadata prefetching mechanism to the metadata management logic. The metadata prefetching mechanism has a memory, which stores the address differences. After deciding which metadata to be prefetched by using the recorded address differences, the mechanism issues the metadata-prefetching requests.

5.1 Prefetching based on Address Difference

In the proposed mechanism, the metadata is prefetched on an MMA miss. Fig. 6 shows the overview of the method to determine the metadata prefetching by the address differences. Since data in the HMA are managed on a sector-by-sector basis, the candidate metadata to be prefetched is also specified by the sector address. When an MMA miss occur at a place whose sector address is $Addr$, the proposed mechanism prefetches the metadata in ranges of $Addr \pm a$, $(Addr+D) \pm a$, and $(Addr - D) \pm a$. Here, $D$ is the address difference, and $a$ means the prefetching range. The prefetching range $a$ specifies the number of neighboring sectors whose metadata should be prefetched.

The proposed mechanism needs to determine two parameters $D$ and $a$ to prefetch the metadata expected to be accessed. The address difference $D$ is highly depending on applications, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Hence, the proposed mechanism can identify an appropriate $D$ in an online manner. The value of prefetching range $a$ is set to a fixed value at runtime. Thus, $a$ is decided should be carefully determined to avoid the pollution of the MMA. If the number of prefetched metadata increases by enlarging $a$, the MMA hit is expected to be increased. On the other hand, when the amount of prefetching is significantly increased, the amount of useless prefetched metadata in the MMA may also increases, resulting in a situation where the useless metadata evict useful ones from the MMA. In the evaluation section, the performance of the proposed mechanism depending on $a$ will be discussed based on the evaluation results.

5.2 Overview of the Proposed Mechanism

Fig. 7(a) shows the overview of the proposed mechanism including the memory controller of the HMA and the paths to access data through the memory controller. From Fig. 7(a), the memory controller of the HMA has three components. The first one is the data access logic that manages the requests from processor cores. The second one is the sector management logic that controls the allocation of each sector in the NM/FM. The third one is the metadata management logic that manages the metadata and performs the metadata
The first and the second components are inherited from the prior work [28]. The third component is a main contribution of the proposed mechanism.

The prior work, Hybrid² manages the HMA by using the data access logic and the sector management logic without the metadata prefetching. Hybrid² controls two cases: the case where an MMA hit occurs and the case where an MMA miss occurs to manage the HMA. When an MMA hit occurs, if there are data in the cache area of the NM, it accesses the NM. If the cache does not store the data, it accesses the FM. When the MMA miss occurs, the metadata in the NM is first referenced and stored in the MMA. If the data is in the flat address space of the NM, it can be accessed to the NM by simply updating the MMA. On the other hand, if the data exist in the flat address space of the FM, it is migrated between the infrequently accessed data in the NM and the requested data in the FM and then accessed to the NM.

Fig. 7(b) shows the metadata prefetching flow in the metadata management logic. The memory controller monitors memory accesses from the CPU side and records an address difference between two consecutive accesses. The registered address differences are used for the metadata prefetching later. The memory controller performs the metadata prefetching only when an MMA miss occurs. If the memory controller recognizes an MMA miss, the memory controller confirms the address that caused the MMA miss. Using this address and the most often observed address difference from the address difference map (ADM), the memory controller decides some candidates for the metadata prefetching. Then, prefetching requests for these candidates are issued to the NM. After receiving the prefetched metadata, the memory controller updates the MMA to cache them. This metadata prefetching process is repeated during the execution of an application.

### 5.3 Address Difference Map

To realize the metadata prefetching by using the address differences, the proposed mechanism must determine the address difference that is most frequently observed. Therefore, in the proposed mechanism, the memory controller has a memory called an ADM to record the address difference observed in each access.

Fig. 8 shows the structure of the ADM and the data paths related to the ADM. When the memory controller receives a memory access request, the request goes to both the ADM and the data access logic. Then, the address of the request is extracted and stored in an address register to use the address at the next time. Furthermore, the address of the current request and the address that was stored in the address register at the previous access are used to calculate the address difference. The calculated result is sent to the ADM.

The ADM is the memory array to store the address differences and its counts observed in this mechanism. A single entry of the ADM includes a value of the address difference and its counts. Every time an address difference is calculated, the count of the corresponding entry is incremented one by one. In this way, the number of observations for each address difference is recorded. When the ADM becomes full, the entry of the address difference with the fewest observed counts is evicted.

The most-frequently-observed address difference is determined dynamically according to the execution status of the application.
application. Since the address difference changes in a short time as discussed in Section 4, the aggregation of address differences is reset in a fixed and shorter interval compared with the execution time of the applications. However, the interval between resets is also crucial because a large number of resets results in a large number of predictions without sufficient aggregation. Therefore, an appropriate interval should be set carefully.

Note that the values of the address differences stored in the ADM are converted to the absolute values. In the preliminary experiments, the address difference values were a mixture of positive and negative values when the address differences were recorded. From these results, it is observed that the histograms of the address differences are almost symmetrical. Thus, it is enough that the address differences are recorded by only the absolute values rather than both the positive and negative values, which may double the number of entries in the ADM to assure the same monitoring performance.

6. Evaluations

6.1 Evaluation Methodology

For the evaluation of the proposed mechanism for the HMA, this paper developed a simulator of the proposed mechanism with the state-of-the-art HMA, Hybrid\(^2\), on top of Gem5 simulator [29]. The sector size of the HMA, which is a unit of data migration between the NM and the FM, is set to 4KB because the previous research has used 4KB.

The parameters unique to the proposed mechanism are set as follows. The monitoring unit of address differences, ADM, has two parameters, the reset interval and the size. These parameters are preliminarily examined for this evaluation. The preliminary results show that these parameters do not give an impact on the performance. Therefore, the reset interval and the size of the ADM are set to every 100 microseconds and 32 entries to alleviate the excessive overhead. While the prefetch parameter \(D\) is automatically determined in the proposed mechanism, the prefetch range \(a\) is set to a fixed value. In this section, the prefetch range \(a\) is varied from 0 to 4 to examine the effect of changing the prefetch range.

Table 1 shows the other parameters that are used for this evaluation. These parameters are not changed from the preliminary evaluations in Section 4. As benchmarks, this paper uses the benchmarks with large memory footprints from the SPEC CPU 2006 [31] and 2017 [32] suites. Each benchmark is executed by the first one billion instructions for warm-up and the following one billion instructions for performance measurements.

6.2 Hardware Overhead related to the Address Difference Map

There are limitations to the amounts of hardware resources to record the address difference in the ADM because the ADM is a newly added bit-storage component from the baseline HMA, Hybrid\(^2\). Therefore, this section analyzes the hardware overhead of the ADM.

From the evaluation methodology shown in Section 6.1, the ADM size is 32. Each ADM entry includes an address difference and a sampled count. The number of bits of the address difference should be smaller than that of the original address. Therefore, the address differences requires 52 bits, which comes from the physical address range of the major industrial microprocessors [33]. In addition, a sampled count does not exceed the number represented by 18 bits because the ADM is reset every 100 microseconds in a 3GHz processor. Therefore, a single entry of the ADM needs 70 bits, and the ADM totally needs 2240 bits. This bit-storage cost corresponds to 0.05% of the 512 KB MMA. From these observations, the proposed metadata prefetching mechanism has less impact on the hardware cost of the HMA and the microprocessor.

6.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Effects of the Proposed Discussion

Fig. 9 shows Instructions Per Cycle (IPC) of evaluated three configurations. No\_prefetching is the baseline Hybrid\(^2\). Prefetching prefetches the metadata based on the prefetching only the metadata at the address ± 1 from the current access position, and Proposal is the proposed mechanism that prefetches the metadata based on both the address differences and the prefetching range \(a\). The \(a\) is set to 4. The vertical axis shows IPC normalized by that of the No\_prefetching, and the horizontal axis shows the benchmarks.

Fig. 9 shows that the constant group with prefetching only around the current accessed address increases the IPC by 10% on average compared with the baseline Hybrid\(^2\). The proposed mechanism can increase the IPC by 14% on average compared with the baseline. In particular, the IPC of 2006.libquantum is improved by 44%. Therefore, is observed that the proposed metadata prefetching...
mechanism based on the address difference can improve the performance of the benchmarks in the constant group.

On the other hand, Prefetching slightly increases IPC in the case of the not-constant group by 0.1% on average, while the proposed mechanism slightly decreases the IPC by 1% on average. In particular, 2006.bzip2 significantly degrades the performance, despite having the same MMA miss rate as 2006.gobmk. This is because the number of MMA misses in 2006.bzip2 is 40 times larger than that in 2006.gobmk, and thus 2006.bzip2 has a more significant impact on the same MMA. There is no much performance difference among the three cases in the not-constant group. From in this case, the effects of the prefetching are still more significant than the disadvantage of the proposal for the not-constant group.

To discuss the evaluation results in more details, Fig. 10 shows the MMA misses per kilo instructions (MMA-MPKI). Each MMA-MPKI is normalized to that of the No_prefetching. From Fig. 10, each group of three bars represents the performances of No_prefetching, Prefetching and Proposal from left to right. Fig. 10 indicates that, in the constant group, the MMA-MPKI of the Prefetching decreases by 37% on average compared with the baseline Hybrid2. Furthermore, the MMA-MPI of the proposal decreases by 47% on average compared with the baseline Hybrid2. Therefore, the proposed metadata prefetching mechanism can successfully reduce the number of the MMA misses, which results in the performance improvements.

On the other hand, Prefetching increases the MMA-MPKI in the not-constant group by 8% on average, and the proposed mechanism increases the MMA-MPKI by 32% on average. The reason why the proposed mechanism increases the MMA-MPKI more than the Prefetching is the proposed mechanism prefetches many useless metadata by the address differences compared with the Prefetching. Consequently, the metadata prefetching by using the address difference degrades the number of MMA hits in the not-constant group.

6.3.2 Prefetching Range

The prefetching range \( a \) is an important parameter to decide the number of prefetched metadata and affects the performance. Therefore, this subsection evaluates how the performance changes depending on the prefetching range.

Fig. 11 shows the evaluation results of the IPC when the prefetching range is varied as 0, 1, 2, and 4. The vertical axis shows the IPC normalized by that of \( a = 0 \). Fig. 11 indicates that the constant group increases the IPC as the prefetching range is increased from 0 to 4. Especially, the case of the prefetching range 4 increases the IPC by 11% on average. Among the constant groups, 2006.libquantum shows the most significant improvement of the IPC. On the other hand, the not-constant group does not change the IPC even as the prefetching range is increased. Therefore, increasing the prefetch range has less impact on the not-constant group.

To discuss the evaluation results in more details, Fig. 12 shows the MMA misses per kilo instructions (MMA-MPKI) when the prefetching range is varied from 0 to 4. Each MMA-MPKI is normalized by that of the range 0. From Fig. 12, each group of four bars represents the performance of the range 0, 1, 2, and 4 from left to right. Fig. 12 indicates that, in the constant group, the MMA-MPKI decreases as the prefetching range increases from 0 to 4. In the case of the prefetching range is 4, the MMA-MPKI of the constant-group decreases by 57% on average. Therefore, the proposed metadata prefetching mechanism can successfully reduce the number of the MMA misses in applications categorized
into the constant group, which results in their performance improvements. Furthermore, even in 2006.libquantum of the constant group, the MMA-MPKI also slightly increases when the prefetching range becomes large.

On the other hand, the not-constant group increases the MMA-MPKI as the prefetching range is increased, and the case of the prefetching range 4 increases the MMA-MPKI by 25% on average. This is because, for the not-constant group, the proposed metadata prefetching mechanism just increases the number of useless metadata coming into the MMA. This fact indicates that the performance degradation of increasing the prefetching range is slight while the MMA-MPKI increases.

6.4 Effects of the metadata prefetching depending on the MMA size

Fig. 13 shows the evaluation results of IPC depending on the sizes of the MMA. The vertical axis means the IPC normalized by that without prefetching for each MMA size. Fig. 13 shows that, in the constant group, the proposed metadata prefetching mechanism improves the IPC for smaller MMA sizes up to 512KB. This is because the metadata prefetching can compensate for the performance loss even when the MMA size is small. On the other hand, in the cases where the MMA size is 1MB or more, the performance improvement by the proposed mechanism is limited. This is because the MMA-MPKI is already low without the prefetching mechanism in these cases. From these observations, the proposed metadata prefetching mechanism can improve the performance especially when the amount of hardware resources for the MMA is limited.

6.5 Effects of varying the reset interval of the ADM

The Fig. 14 shows the change in the average IPC when the interval is varied. From Fig. 14, we can see almost no change in IPC when the interval is varied from 10 microseconds to 100 microseconds. Therefore, it is clear that the size of the interval does not have a significant effect on the performance.

6.6 Effects of the metadata prefetching with multi cores

Fig. 15 shows the evaluation results on multi-core processors. In this experiment, two benchmarks are chosen from the eleven benchmark to run together and show the average performance improvement for each of the three types of pairs: the constant/constant pairs, the constant/not-constant pairs, and the not-constant/not-constant pairs. From Fig. 15, the constant/constant pairs achieves the highest performance improvement by up to 8% and 1.8% on average. The second best performance improvement is observed for the constant/not-constant pairs, with an improvement by 4.9% and 0.2% on average. The not-constant/not-constant pairs slightly improve the performance by up to 0.14% and 0.004% on average. Therefore, the proposed mechanism can be effective for the multi-core processors.

7. Conclusions

HMAs are expected to realize the memory system with good balances between high performance and large capacity. On the other hand, since the data in an HMA are managed by metadata, the access latency to the metadata causes the overhead to access the target actual data. While the state-of-the-art HMA caches the metadata in the memory controller, it will become difficult to hide the access latency in the future because the metadata increase as the capacity of an HMA increases. To tackle this problem, this paper proposes a new metadata prefetching mechanism for HMAs, which aims at reducing the long latency to access the target data in an HMA. The proposed mechanism prefetches metadata based on the address differences between two consecutive access addresses. The evaluation results indicate that the
proposed metadata prefetching mechanism can improve the performance of the system with Hybrid2, which is the state-of-the-art HMA management mechanism, by up to 44% and 8.7% on average. As future work, the prefetching mechanism will be further evaluated from the viewpoint of the energy consumption.
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